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Alpha Xi Tau Chapter Writes 50 Letters
of Encouragement to Orphans Rescued

from Human Trafficking

Throughout the month of September, the Alpha Xi

Tau chapter of the Phi Theta Kappa Honor Society

collected letters of encouragement for the orphans at

Hope Chapel Orphanage in Ghana. These children

have been rescued from human trafficking, working

as slave labor in the rock quarries of Accra. Where

once they sat in the quarry all day beating rocks into

sand for cement blocks, now they are cared for and

have access to health care and public education.

These children have already faced a lot in their short

lives, and we hope that our letters will encourage

them to know that they are precious and cared for,

and that with education they can break the cycle of

poverty and abuse to which they were victims.



Continued...

Members of our chapter wrote 50 letters of

encouragement in English. Even though the children

at the orphanage speak Twi as their first language,

they are learning English as their second language.

Therefore, we kept the letters simple and uplifting.

PTK members: Christina, Victorian, and Robert Blakley writing letters of
encouragement to orphans rescued from human trafficking.



Continued...

At Knights' Fest, our college's Club Awareness Day in

the Fall, we asked students who visited the PTK table,

to help us decorate the letters with stickers. We hope

these colorful decorations further brighten the day of

the children receiving these letters.

Members of the Alpha Xi Tau Chapter wrote 50 letters of encouragement
to children at the Hope Chapel Orphanage in Ghana



Continued...

In all we wrote and decorated 50 letters of

encouragement for orphans. They were delivered on

24 September to Hope House Thrift store which raises

money to support Hope Chapel Orphanage. Roni

Wyatt, a founder of the orphanage will take them with

her to Ghana when she leaves in early October. We

are hoping she will be able to send us pictures when

the letters are handed out to the children at Hope

Chapel Orphanage!

Thank you to everyone who helped to make this

service project possible!



Alpha Alpha Iota: Trying Our Hand at
Trades

In the realm of higher education, the main focus seems to be on the

increasingly important four-year degree. However, technical and

community colleges have always offered a two-fold career path to students:

a terminal degree or a transfer opportunity. Although many recruitment

efforts have seemed to highlight transfer paths, businesses are in dire and

immediate need of trained, skilled employees. For this reason, York

Technical College’s Alpha Alpha Iota chapter of Phi Theta Kappa decided to

encourage trades and apprenticeship opportunities and partnerships for

their 2021 College Project.

The College project started with the idea that businesses were looking for

qualified employees and that our college was capable of fulfilling that need.

At first, we planned to initiate a small trades fair on campus that would

highlight some of the Industrial and Engineering Trades programs York

Technical College offers. Many of these programs produce highly sought-

after and even scarce graduates in fields where there is a qualified

employee deficit. We began what was to be a contained and limited project

by meeting with the Associate Vice President of the Industrial and

Engineering Trades division. In the meeting, it became clear that we may

also want to speak with the Associate Vice President of the Workforce and

Economic Development division along with the Workforce Solutions

Manager. That event initiated yet another meeting with the Associate Dean

for Dual Enrollment, and before we knew it, Alpha Alpha Iota was a part of a

campus-wide collaboration that produced the first ever Trades and

Apprenticeship Fair at York Technical College.



Alpha Alpha Iota: Trying Our Hand at Trades
Continued...

Alpha Alpha Iota provided the volunteers and food truck for the event.

Chapter members and officers led tours, monitored exhibits, and

introduced visitors to the fair. When visitors had toured at least five of the

many exhibits from trades and apprenticeships, they earned a meal ticket to

the food truck. Exhibits included vendor booths with representatives from

businesses such as the City of Rock Hill as well as program-specific displays

of work produced in trades programs and opportunities to use equipment

from the programs. One of the most popular

exhibits was the virtual welder, an AI-driven system that allows users to weld

in a virtual environment and gives them an immediate score. Visitors were

able to tour the automotive garage with cars on display, the machine tool

lab, the engineering lab, the paramedics and nursing aide stations, and

many more displays of the bread and butter of our local and global

economy.

Visitors to the event included students and prospective students, parents,

local school district representatives, and businesses already in a

partnership with York Technical College as well as those who wished to

partner with the College. Over 125 visitors walked through the exhibits and

spoke with Alpha Alpha Iota members, officers, and advisors as well as York

Technical College employees and administrators, vendors, and S.C.

Apprenticeship. Many students noted that they had found a program they

were interested in pursuing. As an added bonus, Enrollment Services was

present to speak to students about no-cost tuition in S.C. as well as answer

their questions about enrollment and registration.



Alpha Alpha Iota: Trying Our Hand at Trades
Continued...

The event was so successful that the food truck vendor ran out of most of

the offered items, including their coveted French fries! Alpha Alpha Iota

made connections with people and organizations that we have never before

collaborated with, and all parties expressed interest in continuing this new

event and making it a tradition at York Technical College. Strong

relationships create even stronger opportunities, and Alpha Alpha Iota was

honored to be involved in the first of what is sure to be many collaborative

efforts for the community, college, and student success.



Beta Nu Upsilon: Theme 1 The Heirs of our
Ways for our Honors in Action Project

Beta Nu Upsilon chapter of Phi Theta Kappa at Pitt Community College

worked on Theme 1 The Heirs of our Ways for our Honors in Action Project.

One member had read about a relationship between Sickle Cell Disease and

Malaria: the genetic mutation that causes negative health effects through

Sickle Cell also protects carriers against Malaria because the leaky, sickle-

shaped red blood cells that cause disease in the carrier also create a hostile

environment for the parasite that causes malaria. Genetically, then, carriers

of 2 genes for sickle cell have suffered the ravages of sickle cell disease, and

carriers of 0 genes for sickle cell who live in tropical areas with mosquitoes

have suffered the ravages of malaria, but carriers of 1 gene for sickle cell

who live in tropical areas have thrived with minimal sickle cell symptoms

and resistance to malaria, so the trait has been passed on. The research

then centered on how does this mingling of genetics (sickle cell genes) and

sociology (life in the tropics) affect decisions people make. Because of the

pandemic, we researched COVID-19, as well, and the seasonal flu, and

eventually compared student feelings about all four diseases and whether a

history of these diseases affected what they did and how they were treated in

society.

BNU prepared a short anonymous student survey asking about personal and

family history of Sickle Cell, malaria, Covid19, and seasonal flu, and asking

if they were treated differently or treated others differently as a result. The

surveys were distributed at the campus Fall Fest in front of a trifold board

displaying information on Sickle Cell disease, malaria, COVID19, and

seasonal flu, to inform the respondents. Fifty-five responses were received.



Beta Nu Upsilon: Theme 1 The Heirs of our
Ways for our Honors in Action Project

Continued...

The results showed 44% of surveyed students had had 1 of the 4 diseases,

and 73% had had a family member with disease. The effects of the diseases

on their social behavior are detailed in the table below.

The findings of the survey showed that more than 66% of the people

surveyed would ask about a partner’s history. This supports the importance

of preventing the spread of communicable diseases as well as

understanding potential genetic diseases among partners/dates. Perhaps

the most prominent result was that a majority of those who had had a

disease themself (63%) were likely to treat others who also had a disease

history, differently. Additionally, over a third of those with disease history

(38%) felt as if they were treated differently as a result of their disease

history. Also, a few (8% of those with a disease history, as well as 8% of

those with no disease history) changed their partnering behavior as a result

of disease history.



Beta Nu Upsilon: Theme 1 The Heirs of our
Ways for our Honors in Action Project

While these results cannot be conclusively linked to behaviors such

as migration and world population social responses to countering

effects such as malaria and sickle cell, they do show that there is at

least some linkage between a disease history both by those affected

by disease and those not, to social behaviors such as questioning

partners and revising partnering behavior as a result.

The surveys were collected and analyzed by Laura Hutchinson,

Ismyia Farnville, Acacia Allette, D Jones, and Payton Moore.

 



Alpha Tau Rho and Alpha Chi Sigma in the
Scholar Dash

Chapter Presidents Hannah Lowman of Alpha Tau Rho at Coastal

Carolina CC and Jordyn Reuter of Alpha Chi Sigma at Cape Fear

CC, respectively, helped to coordinate a team effort for the

Carolinas Region (and national) Scholar Dash on Saturday,

September 25th in Surf City near Topsail Beach in NC. Between the

two chapters, there were 8 student runners/walkers and two

advisors (Dr. Kristen Leverentz and Ms. Kate Santhuff). The path

allowed for a pitstop at Shaka Taco where the group pic was taken.

The chapters hope for this to be the first of a tradition of scholar

dashing in the future!



Alpha Tau Rho and Alpha Chi Sigma in the
Scholar Dash Continued...



Alpha Lambda Pi is Partnering Through
Kindness.

We are going places. Taking the lead to keep things running is our

leadership team - Sarah McLean - President, Chaz Hagaman - Vice

President, and Bridgette Webber, SGA Club Representative. We are

blessed to have their experience and their enthusiasm to guide the way.

This semester our chapter has undertaken several projects worth

highlighting. First of all, we have adopted the theme Partnering Through

Kindness. We want kindness and service to be our focus. To kick-off this

theme we collected paper products, cleaning supplies and snacks to

donate to Lenoir Emergency Outreach Services. Because of the magnitude

of our collection, our SGA awarded us a monetary gift that we decided

would fuel our next outreach. We have set up boxes to collect items to

bless children who are residents of area homeless shelters. We hope to

build many Bags of Blessing for these children. While preparing for our

bag project, we took time to celebrate Christmas by decorating a door as a

part of the campus door contest. We chose to use the Bumble from

Rudolph because his transformation helped him serve others. Again we

were awarded funds that we also deemed for our Partnering Through

Kindness projects. We hope that all our projects this year help others and

everything we do is linked with this common thread. Our next project is

cleaning up areas on campus. We have organized various times and days

to pick-up trash and debris around campus. This will not only beautify our

campus, but it will help the environment. This are just a few of our

endeavors. We are thankful to work together to accomplish great things

both big and small.


